
District1Kin.ca Site Administration

Updated June 21, 2014

Username:

Password:

*Note:  username and password are case sensitive.  Protect your password!

Technical Contact:

Russ Jackman
District 1 Webmaster
Tel: (519) 782-7877
Email: russ@internetadvisor.ca

Additional information and resources are available at District1Kin.ca under the “Website” section!



Basic Text Formatting

Bold and Italic

To make text in italics, use two apostrophes at the beginning and end of the text to italicize:

some text ''italic text'' some other text

To create bold text, use three apostrophes:

some text '''some bold text''' some other text
For bold italics, simply add the apostrophes for a total of five at the beginning and end:

some text '''''bold italic text''''' some other text

Headings

There are five levels of Headings defined for use on the site, ranging from Heading 1 (largest) 
to Heading 5 (smallest).  Headings are predefined in color and style, but the page structure must 
follow a proper hierarchy (i.e. level 1 → level 2 → level 3 → level 2 → level 3, etc.).

A heading must appear on it's own line, and will be left justified on the page.  You specify a 
heading using exclamation marks – one exclamation mark or a level 1 heading, down to five 
exclamation marks for a level 5 heading.

For example, create a level one heading (generally used as a page title), you would enter

!Header Text

Bigger or Smaller Text

Text size can be increased or decreased with the following markup:

[+Bigger text+] or [-Smaller text-]
Even [++Bigger text++] and [--Smaller text--]

Indentation
To indent text, use an arrow '->' at the beginning of a paragraph.  A longer arrow '-->' indents 
more.

->This paragraph will be indented



Lists
There are two basic lists – bullet and numbered.

To create a bullet list, asterisks are used.  More asterisks result in deeper lists.

*This will create a list with a bullet
**This line will be indented (deeper)

Numbered lists are created by using number signs '#' instead of asterisks.

#This line would be labeled 1.
#This line would be labeled 2.

Centered and Right Justified Text

To center a line, type %center% at the beginning of the line.  The centering will apply until a 
line break is encountered (hitting 'enter' while editing):

%center%This text is centered

You can also right justify text using %right%

%right%This text is right justified
Changing Text Colour

Type %colorname% (American spelling!) at the beginning of the text you want to change the 
colour of, and two %% to close the style. Basic colour names are recognized, more advanced 
colours are available by using their hexadecimal codes.

The %red% colour has been customized to match the dark red used on the District website for 
links and headings.

%blue%This line would be blue%%
%color=#2e4a81%This line would be a darker blue%%

Applying a Style to Multiple Lines

Where the "%" sign can be used to apply a style to part or all of a line ("inline"), the specified 
style ends when a line feed is encountered.  To apply a style to multiple lines, you can use the 
"block" command:

>>center<<
The text you
want to center
>><<



Horizontal Rule

A horizontal rule can be added to separate sections on a page by typing four dashes on a 
separate line:

----

Creating Links
Links are identified by two square brackets at the beginning and end of the link:

[[Link]]

You can include a link as part of a sentence:

For the current issue, go to the [[KinshipOne.Index]] page.

By including the proper PageName in brackets, you can link to any existing page on the site 
(remember, PageNames do not contain any spaces).  If you are linking to a page within the 
current Group, then you can use

[[Index]]

“Index” is the name of the default page for any Group.  

To link to a page in another group, then you must use

[[KinshipOne.Index]]

To display linked text other than the PageName, follow the link with a pipe “|” and the text you 
wish displayed:

[[KinshipOne.Index|View the current issue of Kinship One]].

Linking To Another Website

You can provide links to other websites.  To link to the Kin Canada website, for example, you 
would type:

www.kincanada.ca

The text displayed for the link can also be changed for external links by including the full web 
address within the brackets, followed by a pipe “|” and the display text:

[[http://www.  kincanada.ca  |Click here to visit Kin Canada's website]].

http://www.Kin/
http://www.internetadvisor.ca/


It is a good practice to let visitors know they are being redirected to another website.  This can 
be accomplished by using the %external% style, which adds a small icon that identifies the link 
will leave your website:

%external%[[http://www.kincanada.ca|Click here to
visit the Kin Canada website]]%%.

Linking Email Addresses – IMPORTANT!

To both protect an email address and make it "clickable", add "mailto:" in front of the address 
without any spaces.  This not only makes the site user friendly, but it also invoke a JavaScript 
obfuscation script to help protect email addresses from spambots.  Simply typing in an email 
address without the mailto: prefix will show the email as plain text on the page, but it will be 
picked up by spammers.

mailto:russ@internetadvisor.ca

Attachments

Documents and PDF files

To add an attachment to a page (PDF, Word, Excel, or PowerPoint), enter the following markup 
where you would like the attachment to appear:

Attach:filename.ext

When you Save the edit, you will see an indicator to click on the link and upload the file.  Be 
sure to name the file clearly, with the proper extension, and WITHOUT SPACES.  The file 
name does not have to be the same as it is stored on your computer.

PDF files should be identified with the %pdf% style.  This will display a PDF icon to let the 
visitor expect their Adobde Acrobat program or plugin to load and to possibly expect a delay 
while the file downloads:

%pdf%[[Attach:filename.pdf|Download this file]]%%

Other styles available are %doc% (Word), %xls% (Excel) and %ppt% (Powerpoint).  

As attachments are organized and stored by Group instead of one single uploads folder, you 
may want to link to a file or image from more than one Group.  A file should only be uploaded 
to the server once, in the most relevant Group, then linked from that group using the prefix 
"Group/." 

%pdf%[[Attach:Home./2014-Perc_Dawson-Flyer.pdf|Click here for Perc Dawson info]]%%

The naming of uploaded files is very important.  The file name should be descriptive, including 
the year, Club / Zone, event, issue number, etc.  Uploading a file named “bulletin-may.pdf” 

http://www.internetadvisor.ca/


makes it difficult to manage and delete unnecessary files from the server; naming the file 
“2014-May-Collingwood-Kinette-Bulletin.pdf” not only makes is easier to manage the files on 
the server, but aids in the creation of a District archive.

Please: capitalize the first letter of each word, and do not use spaces in file names!

There is an upload limit on the web server.  For files larger than 2 megabytes, please create 
the link on your page then email the document to Webmaster Russ Jackman, indicating the page 
that the link has been added to, and the file will be uploaded via FTP transfer.

Images

Images can be .jpg, .gif or .png formats.  The site will automatically re-size the image for the 
site using the "thumb" and "thumbgallery" commands outlined below, though original image 
sizes should be sized to a maximum 1280 pixels in the largest dimension to prevent a server 
timeout from trying to re-size an image that is too large (i.e., uploaded directly from a digital 
camera).  

Single thumbnail 

Use the command (:thumb my_picture.jpg:), or with extended switches (:thumb 
my_picture.jpg width=100 titlefmt="Alternate text" 
rel="highslide":). 

You can use "width=100" to define the thumbnail width, or (like for the thumblist 
command), "px=100" to define the thumbnail height. If none set, the default thumbnail 
"height" will be used (for historical reasons, usually 128px). 

The "titlefmt" provides an alternate text for the image and should be used on every image. 
"rel=highslide" is a simple command to invoke the Javascript gallery effects.

Single thumbnail with a caption 

Resizing a thumbnail

Once uploaded, if you find the thumbnail too large or too small, simply add or modify the 
"width=" or "px=" command and save the page.  The site will re-create the thumbnail in the 
appropriate size.

Use (:thumb 2011-ZoneB-Conference.jpg rel="highslide" 
captionfmt="Zone B 2011 Zone Conference" align=right:). When you set 
the parameter "captionfmt" for a single thumbnail, it is transformed in a one-cell table 
containing the thumbnail and the caption. If you set the parameter align=right or 
align=left, the page text will float next to the thumbnail. 



Keep in mind that previous thumbnail versions are still stored on the server, and should be 
removed to prevent the uploaded file list from becoming too cluttered.  If in doubt as to which 
thumbnails can be deleted, simply delete all thumbnails for that image and the correct thumbnail 
will be recreated when that page is next visited.

ThumbGallery: displaying selected pictures 

Use the markup: 

(:thumbgallery cols=3 rel="highslide" px=128:)
pic1.jpg | Caption 
pic2.jpg | Another caption
pic3.jpg | Another caption
pic4.jpg | Another caption
(:thumbgalleryend:) 

The "cols=3" will arrange the thumbnails in a table, in this case with 3 columns.  You want to 
make sure that the thumbnail size and the number of columns will fit within the page, otherwise 
reduce the thumbnail size and/or the number of columns until the gallery fits.  The parameters 
"px=" (for thumbnail height) and "width=" (for thumbnail width) can also be used with 
galleries.

Replacing or Deleting a Document or Image

Please contact Webmaster Russ if there are images or documents that you have uploaded to the 
server that are no longer required.  Keep in mind that we are hoping to build an archive, so with 
proper file names we can maintain historical documents (newsletters, minutes, budgets, etc.).

Special Features

Page Table of Contents

The “Page Table of Contents” creates a list of links based on the level 1, 2, 3, and 4 headings on 
a page (level 5 headings are not listed or linked).  

To create a Page Table of Contents, add the markup

(:toc:)

where you would like the TOC to appear (usually at the top).  To have an item added to the list, 
simply create a heading (!,!!,!!!,!!!!) for it.

To have the headings displayed as a nested bullet list, simply change the markup to
(:*toc:)



Helpful Tips & Reminders

• Don't reinvent the wheel.  Copy code from other pages to achieve the look or effect you want.
• Do your best to maintain a consistent look on all pages of the site.  Use the same heading sizes, 

indents, etc. as other pages - it not only provides a more polished and professional image, but is 
also easier on the visitor.

• As we move towards an “accessible” website, proper text style and formatting will become 
critical.  For example, the first page heading must always be a level “1” and must be used, even 
if a level 2 or 3 heading would look better.  Headings must follow the proper hierarchy to be 
compliant with accessibility guidelines.

• Link colors should only be changed rarely, if at all.  Visitors quickly adapt to and expect a 
standard link color and format (for example, the %external% style).  Changing from the 
standard style often has the opposite effect, for example making links red instead of the default 
blue actually makes them look less like links to the visitor.  Consistent link colours will also be 
an accessibility criteria in the coming year. Use bold text, the >>frame<< style, or additional 
"white space" to make important elements stand out.

• Develop the habit of using the special %external% and %pdf% links to maintain a consistent 
look for the site, but also to maintain the "user friendliness" of the site.

• When editing pages, be sure to fill out the "title" field at the bottom of the edit window.  Titles 
are used throughout the site for search results, page listings, and navigational elements. You can 
also add meta tags (keywords, description) to assist with both external and internal searches.

• The site is fully documented, either from the help box below the edit window or from links on 
the Administration Page.  Basic text editing is as easy as writing an email, but the site has many 
powerful features that are available with a little bit of effort.

• Stick to the basics at first.  Log in and edit the content (words) at first - don't worry about 
formatting or adding photos or documents when starting out.  Accurate and timely information 
is more important than pretty formatting.

• Commit to learning one new thing every week.  By FLC, you'll have most of the tasks 
mastered!

• After you have made your first few edits, use the "send feedback" button at the bottom to let me 
know you've edited the page, and I'll have a look and offer any suggestions.  This also works if 
you have any questions or run into any issues.

• Photos should be a maximum of 1280 pixels in any direction.  If photos are larger than that, 
they must be re-sized first.  A quick online search for "free photo resize" will turn up a number 
of free utilities for both single and batch resizing. 
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